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The Circle for Aboriginal Relations Society (CFAR) is pleased to present our 2012 Conference, 
Aboriginal Consultation & Accommodation. 

CFAR draws together policy updates, best practices, relevant case law, etc. related to Aboriginal 
Consultation. The conference features speakers representative of CFAR’s membership which offers 
delegates the opportunity to understand the unique challenges and opportunities faced by practitioners 
from a variety of sectors. Additionally, CFAR boasts valuable networking opportunties during the 
pre-conference golf tournament, our pre-conference speed networking event and our signature gala 
dinner event. 

Circle for Aboriginal Relations
Annual Conference: Aboriginal Consultation & Accommodation 

Audrey Poitras, President of the Métis Nation of Alberta 

The Keynote address will be presented by President Audrey Poitras in the form of a panel, which will 
consist of Senior Management from the Métis Nation of Alberta (MNA) Affiliates, including Apeetogosan 
(Métis) Development Inc. (AMDI), Métis Urban Housing Corporation/Métis Capital Housing Corporation 
(MUHC/MCHC) & Rupertsland Institute (RLI).

As a first time presenter to CFAR, the focus of the presentation will outline the structure of the MNA and 
how the affiliated institutions came into being. In addition, an overview of the relationship between the 
MNA and Governments and relationships with industry will be discussed with a focus on consultation.   

Moving a Nation Forward

Métis Nation of Alberta President, Audrey Poitras is one of the highest 
profile Métis women in Canada. Audrey's career in provincial Métis politics 
began in 1996 when she was elected to lead the Métis Nation of Alberta, as 
its first female President. From Métis identity to Métis rights and 
recognition, Audrey remains a key figure among Canada's political leaders. 

Under her leadership, the Métis Nation of Alberta continues to be a model 
of success in representing and pursuing the social, political, and economic 
interests of the Métis people in Alberta. In addition, the credibility of the 
Métis Nation of Alberta continues to increase, as evidenced by activities 
over the past 15 years with Audrey Poitras at the helm where the legitimacy 

and accountability of the Métis Nation of Alberta has risen to unprecedented heights. Audrey leads the 
Métis Nation of Alberta with the strength and support of her peopl

The Courts as Aboriginal Consultation Referee
Tracy Campbell, Principal of Calliou Group

For Aboriginal Relations professionals, a thorough knowledge of Aboriginal consultation history and 
current challenges is necessary to manage risk for their respective employers or clients. This puts an 
enormous pressure and responsibility on Aboriginal Relations professionals to be informed and to be 
able to inform others about the existing Aboriginal consultation regulations in various jurisdictions, as 
well as any emerging case law that may influence the execution of Aboriginal consultation processes. 
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Shabnam Inanloo Dailoo, Cultural Landscapes and Aboriginal Engagement Advisor at Western 
Heritage Service Inc.  

As a part of engagement process, archaeologists need to communicate with Aboriginal communities 
throughout the fieldwork process. Western Heritage Service Inc. has developed a series of guidelines and 
policies applied in engagement activities within their archaeological works. The company has identified 
the significance of the land and landscapes to Aboriginal peoples and practices a cultural landscape 
approach in conservation and interpretation of sites significant to the communities. This presentation 
employs a case study from Ontario to illustrate the necessity of Aboriginal engagement in the 
conservation process as well as presentation and interpretation planning of Aboriginal cultural 
landscapes.

Tracy Campbell is a member of the Métis Nation of Alberta and has more 
than 20 years of experience in Aboriginal consultation, working for public 
governments, Aboriginal Nations and private industry. Tracy has 15 years of 
experience conducting Traditional Land Use Studies throughout Western 
Canada, and has held various government positions, providing advice on 
self-government agreements and Aboriginal consultation. Tracy also 
regularly presents to groups and organizations about how best to develop 
and implement a successful Aboriginal consultation process. Tracy is the 
Principal of Calliou Group, leading a group of dynamic women who are 
passionate about Aboriginal rights.

Engaging Aboriginal Communities in Conservation of Cultural Landscapes: 
Experiences from Ontario

This presentation will discuss how the Canadian courts have influenced Aboriginal consultation 
processes across Canada, including what cases have been the most influential, and will question why 
government guidelines continue to leave room for legal challenges regarding consultation. The 
presentation will also outline emerging trends that will likely result in new direction from judicial review 
that will influence Aboriginal Relations across Canada.
 

Shabnam Inanloo Dailoo holds a Bachelor’s degree in Environmental 
Engineering and a Master’s degree in Environmental Design. She received 
her Ph.D. in Environmental Design from the University of Calgary, Canada. In 
her dissertation, she researched Aboriginal Cultural Landscapes including 
Aboriginal culture, traditional knowledge and land uses with a focus on two 
World Cultural Heritage properties, Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump in 
Canada and Takht-e-Soleyman in Iran. During her postdoctoral research with 
the Canada Research Chair on Built Heritage at the Université de Montréal 
(2009 - 2011), she examined the application of values-based management in 
conservation of cultural landscapes.

Shabnam has over twelve years of experience in heritage conservation and 
management planning. She joined Western Heritage Service Inc. in 2011 as 

Cultural Landscapes and Aboriginal Engagement Advisor. She is currently practicing cultural landscape 
approach in conservation and management of Aboriginal cultural landscapes in archaeological works. 
She also conducts a comprehensive research on federal and provincial/territorial regulations and policies 
with a focus on Aboriginal peoples and historic resources management.
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Darryel Sowan & Ave Dersch

Considerable time is spent on Aboriginal consultation for specific projects. So much in fact that there is 
rarely time left over to consider specific projects within the regional context or level of traditional 
territory. Cumulative effects or ‘death by a thousand cuts’ is one of the most serious threats facing 
Aboriginal and Treaty Rights in Alberta. Furthermore, it is difficult to understand how a specific project 
will impact Aboriginal and Treaty Rights without placing it in a regional context of existing conditions. In 
light of this, Swan River First Nation is taking steps to contextualize proposed projects within a 
cumulative effects framework via: cumulative effects/disturbance mapping, creation of traditional use 
preserves, development of thresholds for Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, establishment of Treaty Rights 
based land use plans and assessment of environmental integrity and monitoring of traditional resource 
quality and quantity.

Placing Consultation in the Context of Cumulative Effects 

Darryel Sowan is a Swan River First Nation band member. He holds a B.A. 
in anthropology and is an undefended Master’s student at the University 
Alberta. Darryel has worked for a number of archaeological and 
traditional land use firms in Alberta and B.C. In 2006, he went on to serve 
as the consultation unit manager for Swan River First Nation before 
taking the job of Director of Livelihood for Treaty 8 First Nations of 
Alberta in 2008. He remained working for his band part time and returned 
full time to his band after leaving Treaty 8 in 2010. Darryel takes time to 

Ave Dersch works as Swan River First Nation’s Traditional Use Study and 
environment manager. In addition, she consults for a number of other First 
Nations in Alberta and completes technical reviews for consulting firm, 
MSES. She recently finished her Ph.D. in archaeology and biological 
sciences from the University of Calgary on a project entitled: Past, Present 
and Future Land Use of Swan River First Nation. Prior to this, she worked 
for FMA Heritage completing project specific traditional land use studies 
across Treaty 6 and 8 territories. Ave started working with First Nations in 

talk to youth about careers in archaeology and is frequently a guest speaker on the topic of consultation. 
Darryel strives for First Nations involvement in the management of heritage resources and for meaningful 
consultation in Treaty territory. Darryel views archaeology as part of traditional land use and hopes that 
there will be more First Nations youth pursuing archaeological careers. He has also experienced the 
teaching end of his field by participating as a teacher’s assistant with respect to theories and 
methodologies of archaeological techniques and has given many lectures on the prehistory of Alberta. In 
2008, Darryel received an award from the Aboriginal Role Models of Alberta for helping to look after the 
environment. He is a dedicated First Nations member who values and respects the teaching of the Elders 
and the guidance that they have given him to respect, protect and honor our lands.

Darryel now utilizes his knowledge in working with First Nations to ensure that traditional land use is kept 
sacred and honored as it is meant to be for First Nations people. Darryel enjoys hunting, fishing, camping 
and being a part of nature, which is why he is so passionate about the environment and the importance 
of its delicate balance. He understands its history and firmly believes in maintaining it for future 
generations. He believes that the creator gave us land and we need to have some sense of balance by all 
in order for it to be a sustainable resource for the future.  

2002 while completing her M.A. in archaeology doing ethno-archaeological research with English River 
First Nation in northwestern Saskatchewan. 
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Bob Smallboy, Consultation Policy Analyst for the Confederacy of Treaty Six First Nations  

The guiding principles that influence many First Nations with respect to their lands are founded upon 
pre-eminent “relationships” with our natural environment. These relationships stem from ancient 
connections visibly inherent within Indigenous cultures and unique to each First Nation and territory. The 
manner in which each Nation addresses or challenges the notion of resource development within their 
traditional territory is in part determined by many external factors but it is primarily governed by a 
natural sense of obligation and relationship to the land itself. This ultimately translates into a decision 
making process that is considered unconventional or cumbersome by industry and government 
standards.

We will explore ethical principles regarding legitimate consultation, mitigating impacts and 
encroachment, defining our processes, our parameters and our protocols based on Indigenous precepts. 
It is important for industry and government to gain an understanding of what conservation, resource 
development, negotiation and relationship building actually means to First Nations from an Indigenous 
perspective. 

Bob currently works with the Confederacy of Treaty Six First Nations as the Consultation Policy Analyst 
actively engaged with industry and government on multiple levels addressing issues specific to 
Indigenous lands, natural resources, National/Provincial Parks and Treaty Rights. He has a background in 
Petroleum Land Administration and Environmental Management for First Nations in practice for 16 years.

Bob previously served two terms in Band Council managing various political and financial portfolios on 
behalf of his home Nation. This opportunity afforded valuable insights and experience with the Federal 
Government, the Provincial Government and the corporate community in contrast to First Nations. Prior 
to this Bob held a senior management position with his Nation’s oilfield services company which he 
played an instrumental role in developing from inception to operation.

In terms of front-line exposure Bob has over twenty five years of experience with industry as an 
entrepreneur in environmental reclamation and certified professional landscaping currently still in 
operation. He also provides consulting services pertaining to First Nation Natural Resource Development 
and best practices for industry and government.

An Indigenous Perspective on Natural Resource Development

Sheila Risbud, Crown Consultation Coordinator for the Canadian Environmental Assessment 
Agency

The Government of Canada takes a "Whole of Government" approach to Aboriginal consultation in the 
context of environmental assessments and major resource projects. This is to ensure that Aboriginal 
groups are adequately consulted when the Crown contemplates action(s) that may adversely impact 
potential or established Aboriginal or Treaty rights. This presentation will provide an overview of federal 
Aboriginal consultation and discuss the role of proponents and Aboriginal groups in developing a sound 
and reliable consultation process. In addition, there will be a discussion on challenges, opportunities and 
lessons learned to date.

Aboriginal Consultation in the Context of Environmental Assessments: 
The Federal Perspective
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Sheila has played the role of “Crown Consultation Coordinator” for the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency for the past two years. In this 
capacity, she has been working extensively with proponents, the province of 
Alberta and Aboriginal groups to ensure that Aboriginal consultation is 
integrated into the federal environmental assessment process. Prior to this, 
Sheila was a senior policy advisor with Environment Canada where she 
worked on oil sands issues and on the development of Aboriginal 
consultation guidance.

Aboriginal Relationship Building at the ERCB: A Non-Conventional Approach to 
Oil & Gas Regulation in Alberta
Bruce Gladue, the Energy Resource Conservation Board (ERCB)

During his break out session, Bruce will outline the role of the ERCB in Alberta’s upstream oil and gas 
regulatory framework, including exploring the ‘participant involvement processes as set out in ERCB 
Directive 56. The presentation will bring clarity: as to how letters of objection are addressed by the 
regulator during the licensing application process; the determination of directly or adversely affected; 
routine verses non-routine application processes, the ERCB hearing process, and how decisions are 
announced including the ERCB Section 39 and 40 (review and variance) process once a project has been 
licensed. This break out session offers an opportunity for individuals, communities and companies to 
garner a better understanding of the ERCB Upstream Oil & Gas licensing process.

Bruce has spent the last six years working for Alberta's Upstream Oil & Gas 
Regulator, the Energy Resource Conservation Board (ERCB). He is a staunch 
Alberta Métis, with his involvement in the Métis Nation of Alberta (MNA) 
dating back to 1984-85 as the first elected MNA Métis Youth Council 
Vice-President. He continues to serve his Nation in various capacities including 
chairing the MNA's Annual General Meetings (AGM) and providing advisory 
services as needed. He proudly acknowledges reaching a personal goal and 
milestone of chairing an AGM in each of the MNA's regions in 2011. Bruce has 
an excellent working knowledge of the Oil & Gas sector and is excited to be 
part of the ERCB's Community and Aboriginal Relations (CAR) Team’s 
evolution and extremely proud of the team’s accomplishments since his hire. 

Bruce is happily divorced with 2 daughters, Dakota (26) and Delaney (25), and the most remarkable 
granddaughter, Daylene (4). Bruce’s spare time is spent just trying to live healthy and being a good 
citizen, even though his middle name (trouble) has seemingly dogged him forever. 

A Strengths-Based Approach to Corporate Engagement and Collaboration with 
First Nation Communities

Derek Bruno (Councilor for Samson Cree Nation, President of Samson Oil and Gas Ltd.) & 
Wayne Hammond (President and Executive Director with Resiliency Initiatives)

Many First Nation communities are faced with the challenge of what it means for their community to 
develop strategic relationships with external partners that enhance their internal capacities in ways that 
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lead towards effective governance and enhanced community sustainability. The goal of this workshop is 
to introduce the participants to a roadmap of the critical steps of a strengths-based engagement and 
negotiation strategy. This strategy invites a more effective way to understand and facilitate a relational 
focused engagement and negotiation process, which will lead to a more respectful, transparent and 
valued added outcome for First Nation community and partnering companies and/or government 
organizations. The model being introduced is about creating a common language and framework of 
“focusing on what is strong” as opposed to “what is wrong” in ways that both parties can engage in to 
determine what strengths or resources they can build upon or adapt to develop effective outcomes. The 
goal is to create mutual respect, pride and success in the negotiation and collaborative process with 
mutual expectations for mutual benefits for the community members and the potential 
company/government partners – a win-win for everyone. 

Derek Bruno is currently serving his second term as a Councilor for Samson Cree 
Nation. He draws on his experience as an entrepreneur in his current role as 
President of Samson Oil and Gas Ltd., Founder of Mikwan Financial, a community 
based financial institution and as a Board Member for Peace Hills Trust, a national 
trust company. He is also currently Lead on consultation issues for the Nation. 
Aside from his responsibilities on Council, he has established four successful 
companies providing employment and services in his community. Derek’s 
passion for community development led him to complete a Master of Business 
Administration through Cape Breton University. He is committed to helping build 
a stronger community for future generations by focusing on economic and social 
ventures. 

Consultation - Capacity Building and Creative Solutions:  Real Opportunity for 
Indigenous and Industry Relations 

Carola Cunningham, Dr. Patricia Makokis, Brett Meredith & Tammy McLaughlin

The camp and catering “industry” has hired many of the best, brightest and healthiest of our population, 
but what is happening with those in our communities who are ready and willing but unable to maintain 
ongoing employment? Through Consultation and recognition that new approaches are needed industry 
partners CNRL, Primco Dene and Canada North Camps along with Blue Quills First Nations College have 
launched a ground-breaking approach that, while still in its initial stages is proving to be very promising. 
These partners and presenters look forward to sharing this new approach with CFAR conference 
delegates. 

Dr. Hammond is the president and executive director with Resiliency 
Initiatives in Calgary, Alberta. Over the past twenty years, he has primarily 
worked with high-risk youth and their families with a focus on co-morbid, 
sexually acting out, substance abuse and violence issues as well as other 
related mental health concerns. He has served in clinical supervisory 
capacities, worked in a comprehensive residential treatment centre and has 
provided clinical services in an inpatient/outpatient forensic setting as well as 
an adolescent co morbidity program based in a hospital setting. He has 
published several scientific articles and has been an active lecturer on mental 

health concerns and the implications of strength-based practice related to working with adolescents and 
families as well as First Nation youth and their families.
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Carola Cunningham

Carola Cunningham has extensive experience in Education, Justice, Community Wellness and Addictions 
Recovery. She has designed, developed and delivered programming specifically tailored to the needs of 
the Aboriginal Community. Carola is consistent in establishing programs that incorporate the four 
components of culture. Throughout her career, Carola demonstrates strong dedication towards bridging 
cultural differences and creating understanding. Currently Carola is Project Coordinator for the Camp and 
Catering Program at Blue Quills First Nation College.

Emcee - Hal Eagletail
Hal Eagletail is a member of the Tsuu T’ina Nation and owns and operates 
Eaglestar Enterprises Ltd. Hal is involved with his community, government & 
industry as an advisor specializing in Northern Plains culture and customs. He is 
also an events organizer and is renowned as a Master of Ceremonies for 
Powwows, Rodeos and industry events. Hal has participated in organizing 
personnel and logistics for major motion pictures filmed in Alberta and has 
worked with prestigious personalities in the film industry. 

Dr. Patricia Makokis

Pat is a member of the Saddle Lake Cree Nation in northeastern Alberta. She has 
worked with children in the capacity of front line elementary, junior and senior high 
school teacher, vice principal and principal. In addition, after completing her 
Doctorate in Education, she has developed curriculum and programs intended to 
offer greater opportunities to those who have been challenged by historical trauma. 
Currently, Patricia is President at Blue Quills First Nations College and sees herself as 
a servant of the People! 

Brett Meredith

Brett has been in the camp and catering industry in Alberta for over 25 years graduating 
from NAIT as a Red Seal Journeyman Chef. Brett has always had a passion for First 
Nations relations, Education and Training initiatives within the camp and catering 
industry. Presently Brett is Vice President TANSI Business development group Canada 
North Camp’s Aboriginal, Métis & Inuit Business development group, Brett’s primary 
function is to Manage and develop Canada North Camp’s Various Joint Ventures & 
Partnership portfolios. ‘’

Tammy McLaughlin

Tammy is a member of Cold Lake First Nations and is Vice President of Operations with 
the Primco Group since December 2000. She has worked in several capacities prior to 
Primco including the Métis Nation Zone II where she participated in a distance-learning 
program with Saskatchewan Indian Institute of Technology - Career Aboriginal 
Employment Certificate. In 1997, she attended Concordia College in a BA program and 
completed the RCMP summer student-training program. Tammy has work experience 
in Asset Management with CMHC and completed a six-month term with the Alberta 
Securities Commission Agency. Her camp exposure began in a remote camp while 
employed with Northern Transportation Company in Tuktoyuktuk, NWT. 
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Entertainment - Dallas Arcand, World Champion Hoop Dancer
Dallas Arcand is a high energy Aboriginal Entertainer from Kipohtakaw 
(Alexander Cree Nation), located near Edmonton, Alberta. Dallas has been an 
Indigenous Dancer for 18 years and performs Traditional and Contemporary 
Indigenous Styles (Fancy, Grass, Hoop Dancing, Break Dancing, and Jigging). 
Dallas trained and choreographed youth Hoop Dancers to perform at the 
Calgary Stampede for four years. Dallas is best known as a Hoop Dancer, as 
well as a Motivational Speaker, Flutist, and Musician. His Indian name is 
Nimihto Paskwa Mostôs Napew (Dancing Buffalo Man), and he is a graduate 
from Mount Royal University. In 2006, 2007 and 2012, Dallas was awarded 1st 
prize at the Annual World Championship Hoop Dancing Competition. Dallas’ 
many other accolades include: Alberta Aboriginal Role Model Award (2008) in 
Performing Arts. Also in 2010, Dallas' third CD, 'Modern Day Warrior', put him 
in the running for a Juno Award. In 2010, he performed at the Vancouver 2010 

Hal has helped Business and Industry since 1990 better understand the cultural and business balance you 
must achieve when dealing with First Nations. He has helped educate the Calgary City Police Service and 
Faculty of Law at the University of Calgary. In addition, he has taught  staff from many Oil and Gas 
companies including Husky, Exxon, Encana, Trident and Pembina. Hal believes that making the right, 
respectful first impression is paramount to successful joint ventures between industry and First Nations. 
Hal has been instrumental in facilitating many industry and Aboriginal relationships.

Olympics Opening Ceremony. In 2008, Dallas won the Aboriginal People's Choice Awards for "Picking 
Sweetgrass". In April 2007, Dallas released his debut CD 'REZalationzzz...' winning an Aboriginal Peoples 
Choice Award for Best Producer. Dallas’ performance was a featured on the Aboriginal People's Choice 
Awards (2006). In August 2005, he was featured in Aboriginality, which aired on Bravo TV and APTN. 
Dallas was also featured on a television production called Kanata (APTN). He was a finalist in a national 
singing contest called Aboriginal Icon in Winnipeg, featuring Canada's best singers, songwriters, and 
performers. Dallas has been Artist in Residence with the Calgary Board of Education and the Kelowna 
School District, as well as, various workshops throughout Indian country ranging from: dance to music, 
youth empowerment to cultural education, and medicine wheel teachings. Dallas released his fourth CD 
in April 2012, 'Sacred Sweetgrass.

Entertainment - Kipohtakaw Singers 
In 1990, the Kipohtakaw Singers were formed. The group and drum originally come from the Alexander 
First Nation (Kipohtakaw – its Cree name) in Alberta. The name “Kipohtakaw” was given to the group by 
the Elders of the community in reference to where the drum group’s original members come from.

Since 1990, the Kipohtakaw Singers have shared their gift of song with many celebrations and gatherings 
within first nation country; all the while maintaining the most important of teachings “sing for the 
people.”

There have been many singers who have come and gone from the Kipohtakaw Singers’ circle but still a 
core unit has remained. Within the last 20 plus years many Elders, drum groups and singers have shared 
teachings, knowledge and songs with the group to which the Kipohtakaw Singers are very honoured and 
thankful. Today, when called upon, many friends come and sing with the Kipohtakaw Singers. The 
Kipohtakaw Singers have trained and inspired others from the community, which have started their own 
drum groups within the Alexander First Nation.

Founding members Cory Arcand (Alexander Cree), Stan Arcand Jr. (Alexander Cree), Casey Auigbelle 
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(Alexander Cree) and Herman Poorman (O’Chiese Saultaux) still continue the legacy and teachings of 
singing and drumming. Many thanks have to be given to the Elders from Alexander and various 
communities for the knowledge, wisdom and encouragement.

Special thanks to Mr. Jack Bull (Hobbema), Mr. Cecil Nepoose (Hobbema), Norman Powder (Alexander), 
Arnold Pete (Little Pine), Herman Yellowoldwoman (Siksika), Terrance “Fox” Oxibin (Red Pheasant), 
Terry Paskimen (Sweetgrass), and Vern Chocan (Onion Lake) for their wisdom, knowledge, teachings and 
songs shared with the group and it’s singers over the years.  Thank you to all those who will share with 
the Kipohtakaw Singers.

Most importantly, a huge thank you goes to late Elder Mr. George Arcand (Alexander First Nation) for 
opening the door and beginning the Kipohtakaw Singers’ journey, to late Chief Stanley Arcand Sr. for his 
years of support and encouragement, and to our families for their continued support and 
encouragement on this journey.

Today the journey still continues. It is indeed an honor and a privilege to sing for you today.

Entertainment - Kipohtakaw Dancers

Kipohtakaw (Alexander First Nation) always takes pride in our cultural activities. Kipohtakaw dancers go 
through an initiation that allows them to perform in powwows wherever they choose. Some 
Kipohtakaw dancers start at the age of 2 and up to 70; whoever dances is not judged and that allows 
them to enjoy the gift of dance. Our elders tell us that the beat of the drum is just like a heartbeat that 
runs through our blood.

Alexander First Nation (Kipohtakaw) hosts a traditional powwow yearly, and it is the only traditional 
powwow in Alberta. We believe this form of powwow allows our children to perform and dance their 
style with out being judged. Most of our dancers start at a young age and are taught by older dancers. 
Dances are passed from generation to generation; we believe that by sharing and respecting our way of 
dance, we show and teach our younger people to feel proud of who they are as First Nation peoples 
while keeping our tradition alive and strong. 

 

Entertainment - Métis Child & Family Jiggers
Métis Child & Family Jiggers are committed to the 
cultural preservation of Métis traditional music and 
dance. The group promotes Métis traditions of music 
and dance by performing at various functions and 
events. Some of the traditional dances of the Métis 
include the Drops of Brandy, the Duck Dance, Reel of 
8, and of course the well-known “Red River Jig”. The 
jiggers have distinguished themselves at the National 

Championships in Batoche, Saskatchewan by placing first for four years. The Métis Child & Family Jiggers 
performed for the Queen in 2005, Lieutenant Governor of Alberta and more recently performed with 
the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra at the Winspear Centre for 16,000 students from across Alberta. 
The dancers have been performing since 2004 and are selected from interested children in the greater 
Edmonton area.
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The Métis fiddle music is an oral tradition handed down from generation to generation. From time to 
time you will find rhythm is supplied by toe tapping or spoons and the uneven, irregular beats of the 
fiddle creates a bounce in Métis jigging that is as unique as the fiddling itself. 

The traditional dances of the Métis include the Drops of Brandy, the Duck Dance, Reel of 8, and 
well-known “Red River Jig”. The Red River Jig was by far the most popular dance tune in Rupert’s Land 
and is still played and danced by many Métis across Canada. Métis dancing has survived only as long as 
the tunes can be remembered in the fiddle and the younger generations carry on that tradition.

Historians claim that the Red River Jig began and has been performed since the fur trade era of the 
1700’s. The earliest known recording of the Métis tune called the Red River Jig was made by radio 
station CJRC in Winnipeg, Manitoba on January 18, 1940. Both the Scotch and French old-timers 
approved the recording as authentic but did not claim ownership of the tune. They all agreed, however, 
that the tune most likely came with the Métis voyageurs from Quebec. To ensure the preservation of 
Métis Fiddling, John Arcand of Saskatoon, has written the music to these tunes in recent years. 
 

Entertainment - Stampede Indian Princess
2012 marks the Centennial celebration of the Calgary Stampede and we are honored 
to announce that the Stampede Princess will be in attendance at the gala event and 
will also provide some remarks.  The Princess will also be onsite before the gala to 
mix and mingle and for photo opportunities.
 


